Plastic Sector

With Digiterra’sIoT Platform, Considerable Increases
Were Achieved In Operational Efficiency of
Balorman Cerkezkoy Plant.
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About The Customer
Our customer Balorman, which operates in the fields of plastic, wood and pallet
packaging, was originally established as a wood company in 1958. The
company plans to start its digital transformation process at the plastic injection
factory and then expand it to all its facilities.

Problem
Monitoring and keeping the cycle time constant is a common and important
problem in the plastics industry. By integrating machine and operator efficiency
with ERP, the customer aimed to monitor real-time through a single platform and
improve many aspects, especially cycle time, with comprehensive analysis
reports. Furthermore, the nature of the plastics industry has a structure that
requires a large number of mold and model changes.
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Plastic Sector
For this reason, our customer was having difficulties in planning efficiency. They
were looking for a solution to overcome this difficulty, but they had concerns
about how the data would be collected due to the closed nature of the plastic
injection machines.

Approach
All data requested to be obtained from the machines of the customer operating
in a closed nature became available with the solution designed by Digiterra. The
data obtained from the machines, together with the work order details from the
operators and the ERP system, began to be collected on Digiterra's industrial IoT
platform. Thus, a large number of data from different systems began to be
matched and made meaningful.

Conclusion
In addition to the operator screens, the screens offered for the management
level made it possible to watch the factory live on all devices within the
framework of authorization limits. After 3 months of data collection, downtimes
were reduced by 30% and cycle deviations by 10%. Thanks to the increase in
planning efficiency, 40 working hours per month were saved.

Using Digiterra’s IoT platform, we have
observed an increase around 30% in
operational efficiency
Halil Bozkurt
General Manager
Balorman Plastic Group
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Digiterra, which has a comprehensive ecosystem both in
Turkey and abroad, is a data analytics company that
offers Software solutions at different levels to companies
in their digital transformation journeys to artificial
intelligence.
Digiterra IoT Platform, developed within Digiterra, is an
application development platform that forms the
infrastructure of all these solutions and allows even
people without software knowledge to develop
applications effectively and to generate scalable
solutions securely by connecting an unlimited number of
device.
digiterra.com.tr
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